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Abstract

We present results from MMT/Hectochelle spectroscopy of 390 red giant candidate stars along the line of sight to
the recently discovered Galactic satellite Crater 2. Modeling the joint distribution of stellar positions, velocities,
and metallicities as a mixture of Crater 2 and Galactic foreground populations, we identify ∼62 members of Crater
2, for which we resolve a line-of-sight velocity dispersion of vloss = 2.7 0.3

0.3
-
+ km s−1 and amean velocity of vlosá ñ=

87.5 0.4
0.4

-
+ km s−1 (solar rest frame). We also resolve a metallicity dispersion of Fe Hs[ ] = 0.22 0.03

0.04
-
+ dex and a mean of

Fe Há ñ[ ] = 1.98 0.1
0.1- -

+ dex that is 0.28±0.14 dex poorer than estimated from photometry. Despite Crater 2ʼs
relatively large size (projected halflight radius Rh∼ 1 kpc) and intermediate luminosity (MV∼−8), its velocity
dispersion is the coldest that has been resolved for any dwarf galaxy. These properties make Crater 2 the most
extreme low-density outlier in dynamical as well as structural scaling relations among the Milky Way’s dwarf
spheroidals. Even so, under assumptions of dynamical equilibrium and negligible contamination by unresolved
binary stars, the observed velocity distribution implies a gravitationally dominant dark matter halo, with
adynamical mass of4.4 100.9

1.2 6´-
+ Me and a mass-to-light ratio of 53 11

15
-
+ M LV ,  enclosed within a radius of

∼1 kpc, where the equivalent circular velocity is 4.3 0.5
0.5

-
+ km s−1.
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1. Introduction

The Milky Way’s dwarf-galactic satellites represent an
extremum of galaxy formation. They include the smallest, least
luminous, least chemically enriched,and most dark-matter-
dominated galaxies known. Their abundances as functions of
size, luminosity, metallicity, and dark matter density are
sensitive to the nature of dark matter (e.g., the ability fordark
matter particles to cluster on scales of approximatelytens of
parsecs) as well as to how galaxy formation proceeds within
low-mass dark matter halos (e.g., Di Cintio et al. 2014; Pontzen
& Governato 2014; Read et al. 2016). Empirical information
has increased dramatically during the last decade;as deep
imaging surveys have grown, the number of known Galactic
satellites has grownfrom ∼10 to several tens (e.g., Belokurov
et al. 2007; Bechtol et al. 2015; Koposov et al. 2015; The DES
Collaboration et al. 2015) and spectroscopic campaigns have
measured stellar kinematics and chemical abundances for tens
to thousands of objects per system (e.g., Battaglia et al. 2006;
Martin et al. 2007; Simon & Geha 2007; Walker et al. 2009;
Kirby et al. 2010).

The combination of structural and chemodynamical para-
meters from photometric and spectroscopic surveys, respectively,
reveals empirical scaling relations that serve as targets for models
of dwarf galaxy formation and evolution. For example, the size/
luminosity relation traced by dwarf spheroidals extends the one
observed for disk galaxies but is offset from relations traced by
central bulges and larger elliptical galaxies (Kormendy &
Bender 2012; Kormendy & Freeman 2016). Moreover, the least
luminous dwarf galaxies also exhibit the lowest metallicities,

extending the galactic luminosity/metallicity relation over ∼5
orders of magnitude in luminosity (Kirby et al. 2013). Finally,
correlations among internal line-of-sight velocity dispersion,
size, and luminosity have been interpreted as evidence for
similarity among the dark matter halos that dwarf galaxies
inhabit (Mateo et al. 1993; Strigari et al. 2008; Walker et al.
2009b).
While it is clear that dwarf galaxies’ structural and

chemodynamical properties are interconnected, physical inter-
pretations are complicated by our ignorance regarding the
extent to which these empirical correlations are driven by
selection effects. At a given distance and luminosity, smaller
galaxies have higher surface densities and hence are detected
more easily than larger galaxies. Careful quantification of
sensitivities for various imaging surveys (e.g., Koposov
et al. 2008) leaves open the possibility that large numbers of
large, low-luminosity galaxies exist undetected, perhaps
modifying what are apparent size/luminosity correlations
and/or other relations involving quantities that correlate with
size and luminosity.
In fact, dwarf galaxies continue to be discovered down to the

faintest surface brightnesses to which current imaging surveys
are sensitive. Most recently, Torrealba et al. (2016,T16
hereafter),used data from the ATLAS survey (Shanks
et al. 2015) to discover Crater 2, a dwarf galaxy at a distance
of D∼117 kpc from the Sun. With anabsolute magnitude of
MV∼−8.2 and aprojected halflight radius of Rh∼1.1 kpc,
Crater 2 exhibits the faintest surface brightness of any known
dwarf galaxy, with 31Vm ~ mag arcsec−2. Relative to other
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Galactic satellites of similar luminosity (or size), Crater 2 is
exceptionally large (or underluminous).

In order to gauge how this outlier status translates into
chemodynamical scaling relations, and in order to study the
dark matter content of Crater 2, in general, here we present
results from initial MMT/Hectochelle spectroscopic observa-
tions of 390 stars along the line of sight to the galaxy. From the
spectroscopic data, we estimate line-of-sight velocity as well as
effective temperature, surface gravity, and metallicity for each
individual star. We then use these measurements to characterize
Crater 2ʼs internal chemodynamics, to study its dark matter
content, and to place Crater 2 in the context of the population
of known Milky Way satellites.

2. Observations and Data Reduction

We observed Crater 2 using the Hectochelle multi-object
fiber spectrograph (Szentgyorgyi et al. 2011) on the 6.5 m
MMT on Mt. Hopkins, Arizona. Hectochelle’s field of view
subtends 1° in diameter and thus is well-matched to Crater 2ʼs
projected halflight radius of R 31h ~ ¢ (T16). Hectochelle has
been widely used for the study of MW dwarf galaxies (e.g.,
Mateo et al. 2008; Belokurov et al. 2009; Walker et al. 2009a),
and achieves velocity precision better than 1 km s−1 (Walker
et al. 2015).

2.1. Target Selection

In order to identify stars for spectroscopic targeting, we selected
red giant branch (RGB) candidates from the photometric catalog
provided by the VLT/ATLAS survey (Shanks et al. 2015). The
left panel of Figure 1 shows the color–magnitude diagram for

point sources near the center of Crater 2. The overplotted
isochrone (Dotter et al. 2008) corresponds to age=12 Gyr, [Fe/
H]=−1.7 and distance modulus m M 20.3- = , closely
following the ridge line identified by T16. In addition to bona
fide red giants at the distance of Crater 2, this isochrone likely
coincides with less-luminous but nearer dwarf stars in the Milky
Way foreground. In order to avoid biasing our spectroscopic
observations in metallicity, we selected RGB candidates spanning
a range of ∼0.5 magnitudes in color around the isochrone. The
right panel of Figure 1 shows positions of these RGB candidates
on the sky. In both panels, larger markers identify the RGB
candidates for which we obtained spectra of sufficient quality to
present here. Having obtained a catalog of RGB candidates, we
allocated fibers to individual stars, giving lower priority to fainter
targets.

2.2. Observations and Data Reduction

On the nights of 2016 April 27 and 30 and May 11, we used
Hectochelle’s “RV31” filter to observe the spectral range
of5150–5300 Å, containing the prominent Mgb triplet, for
three fields in Crater 2. Two fields provided different sets of
targets in the center of Crater 2, and the third field was offset
from the center by 1°.5 to the east (see right panel of Figure 1).
Exposure times ranged between 2 and 3 hr per field. Table 1
provides details of the exposures, which provided spectra for
610 unique science targets. In each field, ∼40 fibers observe
regions of blank sky in order to facilitate sky subtraction.
In addition to science exposures, we also acquired exposures

of ThAr arc lamps, taken immediately before and after science
exposures, for the purpose of wavelength calibration. At the

Figure 1. Left: color–magnitude diagram for stars within R�0°. 5 of the center of Crater 2 (Torrealba et al. 2016, “T16”). The red line shows the Dartmouth isochrone
(Dotter et al. 2008) for age=12 Gyr, [Fe/H]=−1.7, [α/Fe]=+0.4, and distance modulus m−M=20.3. Right: positions for stars photometrically selected as
red giant branch candidates. The black circle marks the 2D halflight radius measured by T16. In both panels, filled red/black circles represent probable members/
nonmembers in our Hectochelle spectroscopic catalog (see Section 4.2); black “x”s mark stars with spectra that did not pass quality-control criteria.

Table 1
Fields Observed

Field # Date Field Center Order Exptime # Targets # Good Measurements
s

1 2016 Apr 27 11:48:16.20 −18:24:14.53 Mgb 10800 204 160
2 2016 Apr 30 11:50:02.56 −18:26:26.78 Mgb 8100 202 106
3 2016 May 11 11:53:22.09 −18:30:43.74 Mgb 8100 204 124
Totals 610 390
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beginning of each night, we also obtained twilight sky
exposures in order to correct for fiber throughput variations
and calibrate our measurements of stellar-atmospheric para-
meters. For all exposures, the Hectochelle CCDs were binned
by 3 pixels in the spectral direction and by 2 in the spatial
direction. The effective resolution is R≈32,000. All data
frames were processed using the TDC/Hectochelle pipeline,
which provides 1D, throughput-corrected, wavelength-calibrated
spectra, as well as their corresponding variance spectra, as
described in detail by Caldwell et al. (2009).

Given the processed spectra for a given exposure, we follow
the procedure of Koposov et al. (2011) to estimate the mean
sky spectrum and to subtract it from the each science spectrum.
All processed and sky-subtracted spectra for this program are
publicly available and included in the Zenodo repository6

associated with this article.
We analyze each sky-subtracted spectrum following the

procedure of Walker et al. (2015). Briefly, we fit a smoothed
library of synthetic template spectra, obtaining Bayesian
inferences for the line-of-sight velocity (vlos) as well as stellar-
atmospheric parameters including effective temperature (Teff),
surface gravity ( glog ), and metallicity ([Fe/H]). As in previous
work, we use the synthetic library originally generated for the
SEGUE Stellar Parameter Pipeline (Lee et al. 2008a, 2008b,
“SSPP” hereafter), which contains continuum-normalized spec-
tra computed over a regular grid in Teff, log g, and [Fe/H] and
assumes a piecewise-linear relation between [α/Fe] and [Fe/H].

We perform the fits using the nested-sampling algorithm
MultiNest7 (Feroz & Hobson 2008; Feroz et al. 2009), which
returns random samples from the posterior probability
distribution function. From these samples, we record the mean,
variance, skewness, and kurtosis that summarize the 1D
posterior PDF for each free parameter. Following Walker
et al. (2015), we enforce quality-control criteria by discarding
observations for which the PDF for vlos is non-Gaussian, as
quantified by skewness S and kurtosis K. That is, we retain only
those observations for which S 1∣ ∣ and K 3 1-∣ ∣ .

Finally, we adjust all means and variances, which represent
our estimate and errorbar, according to results from our ∼500
twilight spectra, from which we gauge zero-point offsets (and
corresponding uncertainties) with respect to solar values. The
offsets that we obtain from the twilights observed during our
Crater 2 observations are similar to those obtained during the
Draco observations reported by Walker et al. (2015).
Specifically, we subtract the following values from our raw
estimates of velocity, temperature, gravity, and metallicity:

vlosD =0.98 km s−1,ΔTeff=−397K, glogD = −0.90 dex,
Fe HD[ ]= −0.58 dex. To the raw variances, we add the

(squares of) the following standard deviations obtained from
the twilight spectra: vloss =0.25 km s−1, Teffs =11 K,

glogs =0.02 dex, Fe Hs[ ]=0.01 dex.

3. Estimates of Stellar Parameters

For each of the 390 observations that satisfy our quality-
control criteria, Table 2 lists stellar position, g and i magnitudes
from the ATLAS catalog, time of observation, signal-to-noise
ratio, and our spectroscopic estimates of velocity, effective
temperature, surface gravity, and metallicity. Our estimates of
spectroscopic quantities have median (minimum, maximum)

errors of vloss =0.7 (0.3, 3.2) km s−1, Teffs =93 (29, 1085) K,
glogs =0.3 (0.1, 1.1) dex, and Fe Hs[ ]=0.13 (0.04, 0.92) dex.

Along with the information in Table 2, all processed and sky-
subtracted spectra, as well as random samplings of posterior
PDFs generated by MultiNest, are included in the online
database associated with this article [Zenodo repository] (see
footnote 6).

4. Chemodynamics of Crater 2

The available data for Crater 2 consist of photometry from
the ATLAS survey and our new Hectochelle spectroscopy.
From the photometric data, we obtain a sample of projected
positions, R, for the NRGB=10680 RGB candidates, selected
using the same isochrone mask employed by T16, that have
projected positions within Rmax=175 arcmin of Crater 2ʼs
center at αJ2000=177°.310, δJ2000=−18°.413. For Nspec =
390 of these RGB candidates, the spectroscopic data set
provides measurements of LOS velocity V, metallicity Z,
andsurface gravity G. Given a model, Θ, that specifies the
projected stellar density, RS Q( ∣ ), of RGB candidates as well as
the joint probability, RP V Z G, , , Q( ∣ ), of spectroscopic
quantities as a function of position, the two data sets have
joint likelihood

R R R

R

d

P V Z G

exp

, , , , 1

i

N

i

i

N

i i i i

1

1

RGB

spec


ò 



µ - S Q S Q

´ Q

=

=

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥( ∣ ) ( ∣ )

( ∣ ) ( )

where the constant of proportionality does not depend on the
model. The argument of the exponential factor is the (negative)
expected number of RGB candidates counted over the 2D field

; thus we model the count of RGBs inside any (infinitesi-
mally) small area element within  as a Poisson random
variable.
For Θ, we adopt a mixture model under which both data sets

sample two stellar populations—Crater 2 members and
Galactic foreground contamination—whose observables follow
distinct chemodynamical distributions. We assume that the 2D
spatial distribution of the member population (indicated
hereafter by subscript “1”) follows the circularly symmetric
Plummer (1911) profile fit by Torrealba et al. (2016):

R
R

R
1 , 21 0,1

2

h
2

2

S Q = S +
-⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥( ∣ ) ( )

where 0,1S is the projected density at Crater 2ʼs center and scale
radius Rh is the 2D halflight radius—i.e., the radius of the circle
enclosing half the member stars. Also following Torrealba et al.
(2016), we assume that the foreground population (indicated by
subscript “2” hereafter) follows a 2D spatial distribution that
varies linearly across the field. We adopt the model

R k R, 1 cos , 32 0,2 2 2q q qS Q = S + -( ∣ ) [ ( )] ( )

where R, q( ) are polar coordinates with origins at the center of
Crater 2, 0,2S is the projected density of foreground stars at the
origin, and gradient k2 and its direction θ2 are additional free
parameters. Given our mixture model, the conditional like-
lihood of spectroscopic quantities becomes a density-weighted

6 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.437188
7 Available at ccpforge.cse.rl.ac.uk/gf/project/multinest.
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sum of the probability distributions followed separately by each
population:

R
R R

P V Z G
R P V Z G R P V Z G

R R

, , ,
, , , , , , ,

,
4

1 1 2 2

1 2

q
q

Q

=
S Q Q + S Q Q

S Q + S Q

( ∣ )
( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( ∣ )

( ∣ ) ( ∣ )
( )

We assume that, for both populations, distributions of
velocities, metallicities, and surface gravities are separable
functions of position, such that RP V Z G, , ,1 Q =( ∣ )

R R RP V P Z P G, , ,1 1 1Q Q Q( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) (and similar for the fore-
ground population). We further assume that member velocities
and metallicities follow Gaussian distributions, each with
constant dispersion about means that vary smoothly with
position. In order to capture the effect of solid-body rotation
and/or perspective-induced “rotation” due to projection of
Crater 2ʼs systemic proper motion (Feast et al. 1961; Kaplinghat
& Strigari 2008), we allow a velocity gradient with magnitude
k dV dRV º to point in a direction specified by position angle

Vq . We assume any metallicity gradient is azimuthally uniform
and thus has only a magnitude, k dZ dRZ º . Thus, for a star at
position R, observations of velocity V and metallicity Z, with
respective measurement errors Vd and δZ, have probabilities

R

R

P V V k R

P Z Z k R

, cos , ;

, , , 5

V V V i V V

Z Z Z Z

1 1
2 2

1 1
2 2





q q s d

s d

Q = - - +

Q = - +

( ∣ ) ( ( ) )
( ∣ ) ( ) ( )

where X X X, 2 expX X X X
2 2 1 2 1

2
2 2 s ps sº - -- -⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( ) ( ) ( ) .

Finally, we assume that distributions of the following are
independent of position: surface gravities for both populations,
and velocities and metallicities for the foreground population.
For the member population, this assumption is justified by
Crater 2ʼs extremely low surface brightness, which makes
stellar encounters—and hence the mass segregation that would
impart spatial dependence to the surface gravity distribution—
negligible. For the foreground, it is justified by the smallness of
the field compared to scales over which the Galactic
distributions vary.8 In order to prevent the number of free
parameters from growing unwieldy, we estimate each of the
position-independent distributions by smoothing the data with
Gaussian kernels weighted by prior membership probabilities,
Pmem (or non-membership probabilities, P P1non mem= - as
appropriate) obtained using the expectation-maximization
algorithm as described by Walker et al. (2009c). For example,
we estimate the distribution of surface gravities for Crater 2
members as

P G
P G

P

,
, 6i

N
G G

i

N1
1 mem

2

1 mem

i i i

i

spec

spec

å
å

d
= =

=

ˆ ( )
( )

( )

Table 2
Hectochelle Stellar Spectroscopy of Crater 2a

ID α2000 δ2000 g i HJDb S/Nc vlos Teff log10[g/(cm s−2)] [Fe H]
(hh:mm:ss) (° : ′ : ″) (mag) (mag) (days) (km s−1)d (K) (dex) (dex)

Cra2-002 11:49:50.39 −18:23:59.5 18.85 17.44 7505.64 8.5 86.2±0.4 4598±81 1.09±0.14 −1.86±0.09
Cra2-003 11:46:59.26 −18:41:38.0 18.87 17.45 7505.64 8.6 94.2±0.4 4547±83 1.44±0.20 −1.98±0.09
Cra2-004 11:49:22.24 −18:32:25.9 18.84 17.46 7505.64 9.8 89.5±0.5 4779±82 1.21±0.20 −2.00±0.10
Cra2-005 11:48:22.55 −17:59:41.2 18.83 17.41 7505.64 10.2 88.2±0.5 4607±94 1.12±0.15 −2.41±0.10
Cra2-025 11:48:24.75 −18:22:08.5 19.17 17.90 7505.64 9.0 91.1±0.5 4750±100 1.28±0.24 −2.28±0.12
Cra2-026 11:47:32.40 −18:44:16.4 19.08 17.82 7505.64 8.6 88.9±0.6 4758±104 1.12±0.17 −2.36±0.12
Cra2-036 11:48:14.08 −18:25:02.8 19.32 18.10 7505.64 7.7 87.8±0.5 4503±73 1.17±0.18 −2.18±0.08
Cra2-039 11:49:34.62 −18:20:33.7 19.39 18.19 7505.64 6.5 89.2±0.5 4721±110 1.30±0.24 −1.91±0.13
Cra2-043 11:48:55.72 −18:08:18.4 19.44 18.22 7505.64 7.4 87.4±0.6 4761±111 1.42±0.27 −2.09±0.14
Cra2-049 11:47:24.54 −18:21:05.2 19.48 18.38 7505.64 7.0 86.8±0.5 4736±120 1.44±0.29 −1.87±0.15
Cra2-053 11:50:06.80 −18:10:44.4 19.56 18.40 7505.64 5.0 88.4±0.8 4787±155 1.39±0.32 −2.10±0.20
Cra2-055 11:49:59.68 −18:27:44.9 19.54 18.46 7505.64 4.6 83.0±0.7 4576±121 1.29±0.26 −2.32±0.14
Cra2-059 11:49:19.00 −18:11:45.5 19.55 18.51 7505.64 6.1 85.0±0.8 4937±164 1.31±0.31 −2.22±0.21
Cra2-064 11:48:13.11 −18:47:10.0 19.67 18.54 7505.64 5.2 86.9±0.7 4775±148 1.56±0.36 −1.95±0.18
Cra2-072 11:48:12.86 −18:18:37.3 19.87 18.85 7505.64 4.8 81.8±1.0 5122±240 1.66±0.51 −1.92±0.28
Cra2-073 11:48:21.07 −18:36:04.0 19.86 18.77 7505.64 4.7 86.3±0.7 4934±148 1.73±0.39 −1.90±0.19
Cra2-075 11:48:18.65 −18:27:54.7 19.89 18.81 7505.64 2.8 94.5±1.1 5066±334 2.01±0.60 −1.75±0.40
Cra2-076 11:47:33.94 −18:21:29.7 19.87 18.84 7505.64 4.3 86.6±0.8 4795±164 1.69±0.48 −1.75±0.21
Cra2-080 11:47:36.90 −18:50:09.0 19.89 18.85 7505.64 3.5 85.4±0.9 4658±164 1.33±0.30 −2.28±0.19
Cra2-082 11:47:18.31 −18:33:57.7 19.94 18.89 7505.64 3.8 87.7±0.8 4840±167 1.36±0.33 −1.74±0.21

Notes.
a See electronic edition for complete data table.
b Heliocentric Julian date minus 2.45×106 days.
c Median signal-to-noise ratio per pixel.
d Line-of-sight velocity in the heliocentric rest frame.

(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)

8 These assumptions of position independence refer to the distributions
intrinsic to the populations that we observe, but because of selection effects
they do not necessarily hold for the samples that we actually acquire. For
example, our observations reach different limiting magnitudes (by up to ∼0.5
mag) in each of the three observed fields, thereby imparting some spatial
dependence to the observed distribution of glog . However, we confirm that we
obtain nearly identical (except for slightly larger errorbars) results if we discard
the spectroscopic data obtained for Fields 2 and 3, fitting only the data from the
deepest (Field 1) observation.
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with measurement error Gd serving as the smoothing
bandwidth.9

Again we use MultiNest to estimate parameters for the
12-dimensional model described above. Table 3 lists these
parameters as well as the adopted prior probability distribu-
tions, which are uniform over the indicated ranges and zero
outside those ranges. The third column of Table 3 summarizes
the marginalized, 1D posterior distributions returned by
MultiNest, giving median-likelihood values as well as intervals
that enclose the central 68% and 95% of posterior probability.
The bottom three rows of Table 3 give the corresponding
constraints on posterior PDFs for quantities of interest (e.g.,

vloss , Fe Hs[ ], Rh) that are functions of the free parameters
(log km sV10

2 2 2s -[ ( )], log10 Fe Hs[ ][ ] , and Rlog arcmin10 h[ ],
respectively).10

Plotted over the histograms of observed velocities, metalli-
cities, and surface gravities in Figure 3 are the marginalized
posterior PDFs that we obtain for these quantities, for the two
separate populations as well as their sum. Although the model
is fit to the discrete multi-dimensional observations and not
directly to the 1D histograms shown in Figure 3, the fit shows
generally good agreement with the histograms. Moreover, our
estimate of Crater 2ʼs halflight radius remains in excellent
agreement with the value T16 estimate from photometry alone.

4.1. Velocity and Metallicity Distributions

Figure 4 displays posterior PDFs we obtain for the means and
dispersions of Crater 2ʼs velocity and metallicity distributions.
For the member population, we estimate a velocity dispersion of

vloss = 2.7 0.3
0.3

-
+ km s−1 about a mean velocity of vlosá ñ = 87.5 0.4

0.4
-
+

km s−1 in the solar rest frame. While Crater 2ʼs velocity
distribution is extremely cold, it is well-resolved by our
Hectochelle sample. We find no evidence for a velocity gradient,
placing only a (95%) upper limit of kV�0.06 km s−1arcmin−1.

We also resolve a metallicity dispersion of σ[Fe/H]=0.22 0.03
0.04

-
+

dex about a mean of Fe Há ñ[ ] = 1.98 0.1
0.1- -

+ dex, with no
evidence for a metallicity gradient.
We also fit an alternative model in which any velocity

gradient is attributed to the varying projection of Crater 2ʼs
systemic proper motion (Feast et al. 1961; Kaplinghat &
Strigari 2008; Walker et al. 2008). This model is identical to
the one described above, except that the parameters kV and θV
are replaced by proper motion coordinates, which specify the
mean velocity at position R (see theAppendix of Walker et al.
2008for details). We obtain estimates μα= 19.0 17.0

17.0- -
+ mas

century−1 and μδ= 14.0 19.0
19.0- -

+ mas century−1 in the solar rest
frame. Thus our non-detection of a velocity gradient in the
original model translates into a non-detection of departures
from zero proper motion.

4.2. Membership

Our mixture model lets us infer Crater 2ʼs chemodynamical
quantities without explicitly identifying member stars. Never-
theless, it may be useful—e.g., in selecting targets for further
observation—to identify likely members. We use the posterior
PDFs to compute, for each star with spectroscopic data, a
posterior probability of membership:11

RP V Z G
M

M N
member , , , , , 7Q =

+
( ∣ ) ( )

where

RM R P V P Z R P G

N R P V P Z P G

, , ;

, .

1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2q

ºS Q Q Q

ºS Q

( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ˆ ( )
( ∣ ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )

An estimate of the number of Crater 2 members within our
spectroscopic sample is given by RP V Zmember , , ,i

N
i i i i1

specS = ( ∣
G ,i Q) = 62.2 0.6

0.9
-
+ . Red markers in Figures 1 and 3 identify the

62 stars for which RP V Z Gmember , , , , 0.5Q >( ∣ ) .

Table 3
Summary of Probability Distribution Functions for Chemodynamical Parameters—Constant Velocity Dispersion Model

Parameter Prior Posterior Description

vlosá ñ [km s−1] uniform between −500 and +500 87.5 0.4 0.8
0.4 0.8

- -
+ +

( )
( ) mean velocity at center (Cra2)

log km sv10
2 2 2

loss -[ ( )] uniform between −5 and +5 0.9 0.1 0.2
0.1 0.2

- -
+ +

( )
( ) velocity dispersion (Cra2)

kvlos [km s−1 arcmin−1] uniform between 0 and +10 0.03 0.02 0.03
0.03 0.05

- -
+ +

( )
( ) magnitude of maximum velocity gradient (Cra2)

vlosq [deg.] uniform between −180 and +180 103.0 51.0 72.0
246.0 279.0- - -

+ +
( )

( ) direction of maximum velocity gradient (Cra2)

Fe Há ñ[ ] [dex] uniform between −5 and +1 1.98 0.1 0.2
0.1 0.21- - -

+ +
( )
( ) mean metallicity at center (Cra2)

log10 Fe H
2s[ ][ ] uniform between −5 and +2 1.3 0.14 0.27

0.15 0.28- - -
+ +

( )
( ) metallicity dispersion (Cra2)

kZ [dex arcmin−1] uniform between −1 and +1 0.001 0.005 0.01
0.005 0.01

- -
+ +

( )
( ) magnitude of metallicity gradient(Cra2)

log arcmin10 0,1
2S -[ ( )] uniform between −10 and +10 0.57 0.05 0.1

0.05 0.09- - -
+ +

( )
( ) 2D stellar density scale (Cra2)

Rlog arcmin10 h[ ( )] uniform between −1 and +3.5 1.47 0.03 0.07
0.03 0.07

- -
+ +

( )
( ) 2D halflight radius (Cra2)

log arcmin10 0,2
2S -[ ( )] uniform between −10 and +10 0.64 0.0 0.01

0.0 0.01- - -
+ +

( )
( ) 2D stellar density (foreground)

k arcmin2
1-[ ] uniform between 0 and +0.1 0.0005 0.0001 0.0002

0.0001 0.0002
- -
+ +

( )
( ) gradient in 2D stellar density (foreground)

θ2 [deg.] uniform between −180 and +180 87.4 8.46 17.63
8.76 17.72- - -

+ +
( )
( ) direction of gradient in 2D stellar density (foreground)

vloss [km s−1] L 2.7 0.3 0.5
0.3 0.7

- -
+ +

( )
( ) velocity dispersion (Cra2)

Fe Hs[ ] [dex] L 0.22 0.03 0.06
0.04 0.09

- -
+ +

( )
( ) metallicity dispersion (Cra2)

Rh [arcmin] L 29.24 2.19 4.19
2.4 4.95

- -
+ +

( )
( ) 2D halflight radius (Cra2)

9 In order to reduce noise in our estimate of the foreground velocity
distribution, which is sparsely sampled, we smooth the data using a constant
bandwidth of 5 km s−1. We confirm that our results are insensitive to this
choice among other plausible bandwidths.
10 Our results are insensitive to whether our uniform prior was applied to the
linear quantities or to their logarithms.

11 To save space, these probabilities are not listed in Table 2; however, they
are included in the material that is made available in the online database
[Zenodo repository] (see footnote 6).
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Examining the top panel of Figure 3, one probable member
star (Cra2-224, with RP V Z G, , , , 0.96member Q ~∣ ) ) has con-
spicuously high surface gravity ( glog 5.29 0.42=  ), which is
more typical of the foreground contamination. The reason for the
large membership probability in this case is that the measured
surface gravity has a relatively large error compared to the
median error, and the measured velocity (v 82.9 1.60los =  )
and metallicity ([Fe/H]=−2.02± 0.38) are both close to the
means we estimate for Crater 2. In any case, our results for
Crater 2 do not change if we discard this star altogether from our
analysis.

4.3. Comparison with Photometric Metallicity

Fitting isochrones to the ATLAS photometric data, T16
estimate that Crater 2ʼs stellar population has anage of10±1
Gyr and ametallicity of[Fe/H]=−1.7±0.1. Our spectro-
scopic metallicities indicate a lower mean metallicity of

Fe Há ñ[ ] = 1.98 0.1
0.1- -

+ . Given this mild discrepancy, either the
photometric estimate is systematically metal-rich or the spectro-
scopic metallicities that we obtain for individual stars are
systematically metal-poor. For two reasons, we consider the
latter scenario to be more likely. First, the colors and magnitudes
of probable members in our spectroscopic data set show good
agreement with the isochrone calculated for [Fe/H]=−1.7 (left
panel of Figure 1). Second, our fits to the solar twilight spectra
acquired during our Crater 2 observations (Section 2) return
mean metallicity of −0.58 dex (Section 2). While we treat this
value as a zero-point offset and subtract it from all raw
metallicity estimates, there is no guarantee that the same level of
systematic error applies at all metallicities. In any case, the
disagreement between photometric and spectroscopic metalli-
cities is significant only at the ∼2σ level.

Despite this likely systematic error, our spectroscopic
metallicities remain useful for ranking stars by metallicity
and for identifying metal-poor Crater 2 members among the
Galactic foreground (Section 4.2). Furthermore, our spectro-
scopic detection of a significant metallicity spread ( Fe Hs[ ] =
0.22 0.03

0.04
-
+ dex) is supported by visual inspection of the spectra

for probable members.
For example, the top two panels of Figure 2 display spectra

for two probable members that have similar atmospheric
parameters, but for which the best-fitting templates yield
[Fe/H] differences of ∼0.6 dex. The more metal-rich star (top
panel) displays stronger absorption features in general,
including pronounced differences near the Ti II/Fe I features
at 5227 Å, a Ca I/Fe I feature at 5270 Å, the Fe I doublet at
5273 Å, and an Fe II/Cr I feature at 5276 Å.

4.4. Scaling Relations

Figure 5 places Crater 2 in the context of well-known scaling
relations involving the Local Group’s dwarf galaxies. Crater
2ʼs mean metallicity (regardless of whether we use the
photometric estimate of [Fe/H]=− 1.7± 0.1 or our spectro-
scopic estimate of Fe Há ñ[ ] = 1.98 0.1

0.1- -
+ ) and (dimensional)

dynamical mass-to-light ratio (R L GV Vh
2s = 10 2

3
-
+ M L ) are

typical for dwarf galaxies of Crater 2ʼs luminosity
(L L1.5 0.1 10V V

5
,=  ´ [ ] ). Nevertheless, Crater 2ʼs metal-

licity dispersion is slightly smaller than those of other dwarfs of
similar luminosity. Furthermore, as already pointed out by T16,
Crater 2 is a low-density outlier in the size–luminosity plane,

with halflight radius (Rh∼ 1.1 kpc) nearly an order of
magnitude larger than is typical for its luminosity (top panel
of Figure 5).
Our spectroscopic measurements reveal that Crater 2 is

unusually large in another respect, regardless of its luminosity.
Figure 6 shows scaling relations involving only the dynamical
quantities of size and velocity dispersion. While other dwarf
galaxies with Rh∼1 kpc have velocity dispersions of ∼10 km
s−1 (top panel of Figure 6), Crater 2 is much colder, with

vloss = 2.7 0.3
0.3

-
+ km s−1. Conversely, while there are other dwarf

galaxies for which measured velocity dispersions are similarly
cold, these dwarfs tend to be the the smallest “ultra-faints,”
with Rh100 pc (e.g., Segue 1, Segue 2, Leo IV, Leo V,
andReticulum 2).

Figure 2. Examples of sky-subtracted MMT/Hectochelle spectra (black) for
stars observed along the line of sight to Crater 2, with best-fitting models
overplotted (red). Spectra in the top four panels correspond to likely red giants
within Crater 2; the spectrum in the bottom panel is a metal-rich dwarf star in
the Milky Way foreground. Text in each panel indicates the star ID (see
Table 2), g magnitude from the ATLAS catalog, equatorial coordinates, and
our estimates of spectroscopic quantities.
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Moreover, among Local Group dwarf galaxies with resolved
velocity dispersion measurements, Crater 2 is plausibly the
coldest irrespective of other observables. While Koposov et al.
(2011) find evidence for a slightly colder (albeit with larger
errorbars) sub-population in the Bootes I dwarf, with

2.4v 0.5
0.9

loss = -
+ km s−1, they measure an overall velocity

dispersion of 4.6v 0.6
0.8

loss = -
+ km s−1 for Boo I.12 Kirby et al.

(2013) and Simon et al. (2017) place (95%) upper limits of
2.6vloss < km s−1 and 1.5vloss < km s−1 for Segue 2 and

Tucana III, respectively, but given their median velocity errors
of 3.7 km s−1 and 2.1 km s−1, they do not resolve these
dispersions. Also for Segue 2, Belokurov et al. (2009) report a
resolved dispersion of 3.6v 1.0

1.7
loss = -

+ km s−1, based on a
Hectochelle sample with amedian velocity error of0.6 km s−1.

Figure 3. Spectroscopically measured surface gravity (top), metallicity
(middle), and velocity (bottom) vs. angular separation from Crater 2ʼs center.
Red (black) markers represent stars with posterior membership probability

50% (<50%). Histograms display 1D distributions, with posterior PDFs for
the two populations (Crater 2 members and Milky Way foreground) of our
mixture model overplotted.

Figure 4. Samples drawn randomly from posterior PDFs for means and
dispersions of velocity (left; solar rest frame) and metallicity (right)
distributions for Crater 2. Histograms display marginalized, 1D PDFs for each
parameter. In the right panel, the gray band represents the metallicity of
−1.7±0.1 that is estimated by fitting isochrones to the photometric data (T16;
see Section 4.3).

Figure 5. Top to bottom: size, mean metallicity, metallicity dispersion, and
dynamical mass-to-light ratio vs. absolute magnitude, for Galactic globular
clusters (black points) as well as dwarf spheroidal satellites of the Milky Way
(blue points with errorbars) and M31 (red points with errorbars). Quantities
plotted for Crater 2 are adopted from Torrealba et al. (2016) and this work.
With the exception of metallicity dispersions, which are adopted from Kirby
et al. (2008, 2010), Simon et al. (2011), andWillman & Strader (2012) data for
globular clusters and dSphs are adopted, respectively, from the catalog of
Harris (1996, 2010 edition; we include only clusters with velocity dispersion
measurements) and the review of McConnachie (2012).

12 We find no evidence for sub-populations within Crater 2.
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Several dwarf satellites of M31 have velocity dispersions
constrained to be <3 km s−1, but all are unresolved (Collins
et al. 2013). Indeed, among known dwarfs, only Leo V has a
(marginally) resolved velocity dispersion that is colder than
Crater 2ʼs. Based on Hectochelle spectroscopy of Leo V,
Walker et al. (2009a) report a marginally resolved dispersion of

2.4v 1.4
2.4

loss = -
+ km s−1, most recently confirmed by Collins et al.

(2016), who report a marginally resolved 2.3v 1.6
3.2

loss = -
+ kms−1.

While both estimates suggest Leo V is the colder galaxy, the
available samples for Leo V are considerably smaller and the
errorbars are considerably larger than we have for Crater 2.

In any case, Crater 2 is the most securely cold outlier with
respect to scaling relations involving size and velocity. The
simplest such relation is given by RV

2
hs µ (McGaugh

et al. 2007, Walker et al. 2010; top panel of Figure 6). An
equivalent relation is R G RV

2
h
2

h
1s µ -( )/ , which (dimension-

ally) takes the form of a “universal” mass-density profile
(Walker et al. 2009b; bottom panel of Figure 6). Other
equivalent relations are R G 1V

2
hs µ( )/ (Kormendy 1985;

Donato et al. 2009; Salucci et al. 2012)and RV
2

hs =constant
(Walker & Loeb 2014), implying constant scales for surface
mass density and acceleration, respectively. Previous devia-
tions from these scaling relations, which have been shown to
extend over all galactic scales, have plausibly been attributed to
tidal stripping and/or to an offset between separate relations
followed by the satellite populations of the Galaxy and M31
(Collins et al. 2014). However, these arguments do not readily
explain Crater 2ʼs status as the most statistically significant

outlier. Not only is Crater 2 a satellite of the Galaxy and not
M31, but its round morphology, lack of a velocity gradient,
obeyance of the luminosity/metallicity relation, and large
Galactocentric distance make it unlikely to have undergone
significant tidal disruption. In summary, Crater 2 is a diffuse,
cold outlier in chemodynamical as well as structural scaling
relations.

4.5. Dark Matter Halo

The available estimates of Crater 2ʼs structural parameters and
LOS velocity dispersion provide a crude approximation of the
dynamical mass and mass-to-light ratio enclosed within a sphere
that is centered on Crater 2 and has aradius ofr Rh~ . With the
implicit assumptions of spherical symmetry, dynamic equilibrium,
and negligible contribution of stellar binary motions to the
observed velocity dispersion, the formula of Walker et al. (2009b)
gives M R R G5 2Vh h

2s»( ) ( ) = 4.4 100.9
1.2 6´-

+ Me, corresp-
onding to a dynamical mass-to-light ratio of Rh¡ »( )
M R L2 Vh( ) = 53 11

15
-
+ M LV ,  and an equivalent circular

velocity of V R GM R Rc h h hº( ) ( ) = 4.3 0.5
0.5

-
+ km s−1 at the

halflight radius. Under the same assumptions, the similar formula
of Wolf et al. (2010) gives similar results, with M R4

3 h »( )
R G4 Vh

2s / = 7.0 101.5
1.9 6´-

+ Me, R M R L2 V
4

3 h
4

3 h¡ »( ) ( ) =

85 18
25

-
+ M LV , , and V R GM R Rc

4

3 h
4

3 h
4

3 hº( ) ( ) ( ) =

4.8 0.5
0.6

-
+ km s−1. Thus despite its extreme coldness, Crater 2 is

sufficiently large that—insofar as the stated assumptions are valid
—its support against gravity requires a dominant dark matter halo.

4.5.1. Jeans Model

The chemodynamical model described in previous sections
assumes that the LOS velocity dispersion of Crater 2 members
is independent of position. In order to examine the dark matter
content of Crater 2 in more detail, we shed this assumption by
adopting a model in which the LOS velocity dispersion
depends on position via the spherically symmetric Jeans
equation:

R
R

r
R

r

r v r r

r R
dr

2
1 , 8V

R

r2
2

2

2

2 2òs b
n

Q =
S Q

-
-

¥ ⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ∣ )

( ∣ )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

where (Binney & Mamon 1982)

r v r
b r

b s s
GM s

s
ds

1
. 9r

r

2
2òn n=

¥
( ) ( )

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Here, the function b r b r t t dtexp 2
r

r
v1

1

1
ò bº -⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥( ) ( ) ( ) is deter-

mined by the velocity dispersion anisotropy parameter
r v r v r1v r

2 2b º - q( ) ( ) ( ), rn ( ) is the 3D stellar number
density profile (i.e., the deprojection of R1S Q( ∣ )), and
M r M r L rV VDM ,*= + ¡( ) ( ) ( ) is the mass enclosed within
radius r, which includes dark matter and stellar components
(the enclosed stellar mass is the product of the enclosed
luminosity, LV(r), and the stellar mass-to-light ratio, V ,*¡ ).
Our adoption of a Plummer profile for RS Q( ∣ ) implies the

assumption r R R R13

4 0,1 h
1 2

h
2 5 2n = S +- -( ) [ ] . We assume the

Figure 6. Velocity dispersion vs. halflight radius, for the population of dwarf
spheroidals plotted in Figure 5 (excluding those for which the vertical errorbar
is >100%). Overplotted is the scaling relation Rkm s pc1

h =-( )/ , where
3 vlos sº (McGaugh et al. 2007; Walker et al. 2010; Walker & Loeb 2014).
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dark matter halo has adensity profile of the form (Zhao 1996)

r
r

r

r

r
1 , 10s

s s
DMr r= +

g a g b a- -⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎡
⎣⎢

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎤
⎦⎥( ) ( )

( )

which specifies the enclosed dark mass profile M rDM =( )
s s ds4

r

0
2

DMòp r ( ) .
With these assumptions, we replace the free parameter vloss

with the five free parameters that specify rDMr ( ), a free
parameter for the stellar mass-to-light ratio, and an additional
parameter that specifies vb , which we assume to be constant.
We adopt the same broad priors on halo parameters and
anisotropy as described by Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015).
For the stellar mass-to-light ratio, we adopt a prior that is
uniform between M L0.7 log 0.7.v10 ,* - ¡  [ ( )] Unlike in
previous work, our Jeans model is now embedded within the
mixture model, specifying the velocity dispersion of Crater 2
members as a function of position.

Figure 7 displays 68% credibility intervals that we obtain for
stellar and dark matter profiles for enclosed-mass and density.
Again despite Crater 2ʼs extremely cold velocity dispersion,
and again subject to the validity of the assumptions of dynamic
equilibrium and negligible contamination from binary stars, we
find that dark matter dominates Crater 2ʼs gravitational
potential at all radii, with the dark matter density exceeding
that contributed by stars by two orders of magnitude even at
r=0. Moreover, at radii r Rh~ , the results of our Jeans model
stand in excellent agreement with the mass estimators of
Walker et al. (2009b) and Wolf et al. (2010, bottom panel of
Figure 7).

4.5.2. Astrophysical “J”-factor for Dark Matter Searches

Although this analysis suggests that Crater 2ʼs gravitational
potential is dominated by dark matter even at its center, the
overall amount of dark matter in Crater 2—as constrained, say,
within the halflight radius of r R 1h= ~ kpc—is modest
relative to what has been estimated for other Galactic dwarf
spheroidals at similar radii (Strigari et al. 2008; Walker et al.
2009b; Wolf et al. 2010). Combined with a relatively large
distance of ∼120 kpc, these attributes make Crater 2 a poor
target in the search for indirect evidence of dark matter particle
interactions—e.g., annihilation to gamma-rays. Using the dark
matter density profile estimated above, we use the method of
Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015) to compute the profile
dJ d l dl

0
2ò rW º

¥
( ) , where l increases along the line of

sight and the “J-factor” J d dJ d2 sin
0òq p q q qº ¢ ¢ ¢ W
q

( ) ( ) ( ) is
proportional to the flux of annihilation photons for a given
particle physics model. At 1 . 4q =  , the angle corresponding
to the projected radius of the outermost spectroscopic member,
we obtain Jlog GeV cm 15.7 0.2510

2 5 = -[ ( )] . For compar-
ison, the most attractive dwarf-galactic targets for dark matter
searches have Jlog GeV cm 1910

2 5 -[ ( )] , even when eval-
uated at smaller angles (Bonnivard et al. 2015; Geringer-
Sameth et al. 2015).
Finally, Figure 8 shows the LOS velocity dispersion profile

of Crater 2, which we calculate by weighting all spectroscopic
data points by the posterior probability of membership, given
the data and our mixture model based on the Jeans equation.
Where it is constrained by data, the velocity dispersion profile
is approximately flat, as is the case for nearly all well-studied
dwarf galaxies (Walker et al. 2007). The purple band indicates
68% credibility intervals on the velocity dispersion as a
function of radius, calculated directly from the Jeans model

Figure 7. Density and enclosed-mass profiles for Crater 2ʼs stellar and dark
matter components, from our mixture model based on the Jeans equation
(Section 4.5). Colored bands represent 68% credibility intervals at each radius.
Crosses represent estimates of masses enclosed within spheres of radius Rh

(Walker et al. 2009b) and R4

3 h (Wolf et al. 2010).

Figure 8. Projected velocity dispersion profile of Crater 2. The purple colored
band indicates the 68% credibility interval at each projected radius, from our
mixture model based on the Jeans equation (Section 4.5). Black crosses indicate
the binned velocity dispersion profile estimated using the resulting membership
probabilities as weights (note: the model represented by the purple shaded region
was fit to unbinned photometric and spectroscopic data). The red colored band
indicates the velocity dispersion profile expected in the case that Crater 2 lacks a
dark matter halo and is bound only by the self-gravity of its stars, allowing for
stellar mass-to-light ratios in the range of M L1 log 1V10 ,* - ¡  [ ( )] .
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described above. The red band indicates the velocity dispersion
profile calculated from the Jeans equation, but in the case that
there is no dark matter halo—i.e., the gravitational potential
arises only from the self-gravity of Crater 2 stars, for which we
continue to allow stellar mass-to-light ratios in the broad range
of M L0.7 log 0.710 * - ¡  [ ( )] . Compared to the origi-
nal Jeans model that allows for a dark matter halo, this version
without dark matter is disfavored overwhelmingly, as quanti-
fied by a Bayesian evidence ratio of e106.

5. Summary and Discussion

Table 4 summarizes the observed properties of Crater 2,
listing the structural parameters measured by T16 along with
chemodynamical parameters measured from our Hectochelle
spectroscopy. While Crater 2ʼs metallicity and dynamical
mass-to-light ratio are similar to those of other dwarf galaxies
of similar luminosity, its large size and cold velocity dispersion
make Crater 2 an extremely low outlier in terms of both stellar
surface density and dynamical massdensity.

For an object of Crater 2ʼs luminosity and size, the self-
gravity of the stars alone generates a line-of-sight velocity
dispersion of just 1< km s−1. Taken at face value, even
velocity dispersions as cold as 2 3~ - km s−1 imply a
dominant dark matter component, as we have found. However,
given the ability of unresolved binary-star orbital motions alone
to generate velocity dispersions of the observed magnitude

(Hargreaves et al. 1996; Olszewski et al. 1996; McConnachie
& Côté 2010; Spencer et al. 2017, in preparation), the current
dynamical evidence for dark matter in Crater 2 is somewhat
precarious. Robust estimates of Crater 2ʼs dark matter content
will require repeat spectroscopic observations to detect and
quantify the properties of its binary stars. To the extent that
binary stars contribute to the velocity dispersion that we have
measured, Crater 2 is intrinsically even colder and less dense
than indicated above.
It will be up to a combination of numerical simulations and

various dark matter models to interpret these results in the
context of a galaxy formation theory. For example, star
formation and subsequent supernova winds can give up
gravitational energy to standard “cold” dark matter (CDM),
lowering halo concentration as dark matter expands non-
adiabatically (Pontzen & Governato 2014, and references
therein). For example, examining the simulated dark matter
halos of Milky-Way-dwarf-satellite analogs down to Crater 2ʼs
luminosity, Wetzel et al. (2016) show how this sort of process
drops circular velocities by as much as ∼25 km s−1 to ∼10 km
s−1 at radii of 1 kpc. However, the value that we estimate for
Crater 2 would be off the lower end of the relation between Vc

versus r plotted in Figure 2 of Wetzel et al. (2016). It remains
to be seen whether the standard CDM model can be expected to
produce objects like Crater 2 around galaxies like the
Milky Way.

Table 4
Summary of Observed Photometric and Spectroscopic Properties for Crater 2

Quantity Value Description References

J2000a 11:39:31 R.A. at center T16a

J2000d −18:24:47 Decl. at center T16
l [deg] 282.908 Galactic longitude T16
b [deg] 42.028 Galactic latitude T16
m−M [mag] 20.35±0.02 distance modulus T16
D [kpc] 117.5±1.1 distance from Sun T16
τ [Gyr] 10±1 age T16
Fe H[ ] −1.7±0.1 photometric metallicity (from isochrone fitting) T16
MV [mag] −8.2±0.1 absolute magnitude T16
Rh [arcmin] 31.2±2.5 projected halflight radiusb T16
Rh [pc] 1066±84 projected halflight radiusb T16
vlos [km s−1] 87.5 0.4

0.4
-
+ mean line-of-sight velocity, solar rest frame this work

vlos [km s−1] 74.0 1.6
1.5- -

+ mean line-of-sight velocity, Galactic rest frameb this work

vlos [km s−1] 2.7 0.3
0.3

-
+ internal velocity dispersion this work

kvlos [km s−1 arcmin−1] <0.06 velocity gradient this work

vlosq [deg] L PA of velocity gradient this work

ma [mas/century] 19.0 17.0
17.0- -

+ R.A. proper motion (solar rest frame) this work

md [mas/century] 14.0 19.0
19.0- -

+ Decl. proper motion (solar rest frame) this work

Fe Há ñ[ ] [dex] 1.98 0.1
0.1- -

+ mean spectroscopic metallicity this work

Fe Hs[ ] [dex] 0.22 0.03
0.04

-
+ spectroscopic metallicity dispersion this work

kZ [dex arcmin−1] 0.001 0.005
0.005

-
+ spectroscopic metallicity gradient this work

M Rh( ) M[ ] 4.4 100.9
1.2 6´-

+ dynamical massc enclosed within r Rh= this work

V Rc h( ) [km s−1] 4.3 0.5
0.5

-
+ circular velocityd at r Rh= this work

ϒ LM V , [ ] 53 11
15

-
+ dynamical mass-to-light ratioe within Rh this work

Jlog GeV cm10
2 5-[ ( )] 15.7±0.25 J-factor for dark matter annihilation this work

Notes.
a Torrealba et al. (2016).
b calculated using the solar motion measured by Schönrich et al. (2010).
c M R R G5 2 ;vh h

2
loss»( ) ( ) assumes equilibrium, negligible binary stars.

d V R GM R Rc h h hº( ) ( ) .
e M R L2 Vh¡ » ( ) .
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Alternatively, it may turn out that Crater 2 is more naturally
produced in models that ascribe more exotic properties to the
dark matter itself. For example, non-gravitational self-scatter-
ing of dark matter particles can flatten the central density
“cusps” that characterize halos formed in CDM cosmological
simulations (e.g., Spergel & Steinhardt 2000; Loeb &
Weiner 2011), perhaps lowering central dark matter densities
to the level we infer for Crater 2. Another possibility is that the
thermal free-streaming of sufficiently “warm” dark matter—
e.g., sterile neutrinos (Dodelson & Widrow 1994)—might
prevent the formation of dense cusps in the first place (Bode
et al. 2001). The same effect might also result from quantum
pressure associated with the de Broglie wavelength of particles
—e.g., axions—giving rise to light scalar fields (Marsh &
Pop 2015).

Finally, we note that McGaugh (2016) has recently
calculated the velocity dispersion expected for Crater 2 under
the hypothesis of Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND;
Milgrom 1983), which fits galactic rotation curves not by
invoking dark matter, but rather by modifying gravity in the
regime of low accelerations, a GM r r ab

2
0º ( ) , where

M rb ( ) is the baryonic mass interior to radius r and
a 1.2 100

10~ ´ - m s−2. Assuming spherical symmetry,
isotropic velocity dispersions and adopting stellar mass-to-
light ratio M L2 1

2
*¡ = -

+
 , McGaugh (2016) uses the

formula of McGaugh & Milgrom (2013) to predict for Crater
2 a velocity dispersion of 4vloss » km s−1 in the “deep-
MOND” limit that ignores the external acceleration field of the
Milky Way. Accounting for the external field lowers the
prediction to 2.1v 0.6

0.9
loss = -

+ km s−1, where the errorbars
propagate uncertainty in the adopted *¡ . This prediction is
consistent with the otherwise-unexpectedly cold velocity
dispersion that we measure.

Of course, no model can be tested definitively based on what
it predicts (or does not predict) for Crater 2 alone. However,by
extending the range of properties exhibited by the Milky Way’s
satellites, Crater 2 gives that population more leverage to
distinguish among various models. Moreover, the discovery of
Crater 2 at current surface brightness detection limits gives
reason to be optimistic that the next generation of sky surveys
will uncover even more extreme objects.
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